
The ADE project, supported by the 

European Regional Development Fund 

offers manufacturers in Wales the 

opportunity to collaborate with experts 

in accessing advanced manufacturing 

technologies, techniques,  materials and 

skills to benef it the company.

-ELECTRON BEAM MELTING (EBM)
TITANIUM Ti6Al4V
 
-STEREOLITHOGRAPHY (SLA)

-HD MULTI JET TECHNOLOGY

-3D SCANNING/REVERSE 
ENGINEERING 

-VACUUM CASTING 

-DESIGN FOR ADVANCED 
MANUFACTURING METHODS

-TOPOLOGY OPTIMISATION/
GENERATIVE DESIGN APPLICATIONS.

-OPTIMISATION FOR BATCH 
MANUFACTURING

-STRUCTURAL/STRESS ANALYSIS (FEA)

-COMPLETE END-TO-END PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT

Made is a suite of projects supported by 

the European Social Fund and European 

Regional Development Fund through 

the Welsh Government and delivered by 

University of Wales Trinity Saint David 

(UWTSD) through its research Center for 

Advanced Batch Manufacturing.  

R&D CAPABILITIES

Scan the following QR code to access 

further information in regards to the 

funding mechanism.



ADE is divided into 3 stages, each 

of which will be treated as a single 

project. Each stage will require a 

signed collaboration agreement 

between the SME and ADE.

-SMEs in Wales with between 10 and 250  

employees and with a turnover of < £50m.

-SMEs in Wales part of larger groups 

holding less than 25% of the capital 

voting rights.

-The research challenge and collaboration 

between the SME and ADE staff will need 

to be clear and evidence will need to be 

collected.

-A EOI (Expression Of Interest) form will be 

used at commencement of the project to 

briefly state and give evidence that there 

is the willingness to collaborate and a 

genuine research challenge.

ELIGIBILITY

COLLABORATION & RESEARCH

STAGE 1 - ANALYSIS

ADE PROJECT STRUCTURE

Where the recommendation is not to 
progress to a stage 2 project ADE will 

support the SME in accessing other more 
appropriate sources of support.

SME & ADE undertake a collaborative 
needs analysis questionnaire. 

SME & ADE to collaborate in a scoping 
exercise to define a clear research project.

STAGE 2- FEASIBILITY

 ADE and SME to collaborate in delivering 
Stage 1 scoped research project.

SME will receive prototyping 
as specified in project scope.

Recommendation to progress to Stage 3.

STAGE 3- ADOPTION

SME and ADE to collaborate in  
implementing or adopting the new  

technology, process or product. 

ADE will support the SME in implementation 
of a commercially viable solution.

In the case of a successful collaboration 
the SME will end up with a new process/

service/product that is compatible with the 
organisation and its customers.

 Recommendation to progress to Stage 2 
and ADE to deliver needs analysis report.


